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This is an exercise on fabric manipulation. Wedges from two coordinating or contrasting fabrics are sewn into a 
continuous spiral and then pleated, creased and manipulated into a bi-color fan and stitched to an appropriate 
background panel.  
 
Please be courteous to others by arriving for class with the correct supplies. Contact me at 503-631-8806 
or helene.m.knott@gmail.com if you have any questions. 
 
A Note to Students: Many students do not realize that once the teacher is paid, the shop offering a class makes little if any income on 
the class itself. The shop is relying on product sales to continue offering quality classes to you. Therefore, I urge you to patronize this 
shop when buying your supplies for this class as much as possible and remind you that big chain stores do not offer the variety of 
classes that the smaller shops do. Keep quilt classes alive by supporting this shop.  
Thank you, Helene 
 
TOOLS/MATERIALS: 

• Pre-quilted background panel: a 9” x 12” (or thereabouts) decorative print that has been layered with batting 
and backing, and quilted in an allover pattern. Binding the panel at this point is optional but might be easier to do 
before the fans are applied unless you wish to hide the raw edges of the fans by tucking them into the binding at 
the corners. The panel can be any fabric you wish but due to the theme of the project a bold Asian print would be 
eminently suitable. 

• ‘Fan’ fabrics: Two to four 12” squares of fabrics in coordinating or contrasting colors. Keep the prints fairly 
simple – a nice allover floral would be nice and the colors should contrast and stand out well from the background 
panel. Fine high thread count Batik fabrics are an ideal choice as batiks hold creases very well. You will also need 
a 6” square of  another plain or barely textured fabric to form the ‘base’ of the fans 

• Freezer Paper: to make a template, about a foot or so from a roll will do 
• Compass: to draw circles for your template. One that ranges from small circles up to 10” or so will be best. You 

can also opt for a source like a plastic plate or pie tin.  
• ¼ yard of Form Flex™ or Shape Flex™: Or a similar fusible interfacing. This is optional but very

• Teflon Pressing sheet 

 helpful to 
keep your fans properly pleated until you get them stitched in place  

• Sewing thread: In colors that match your fabrics as well as a contrasting thread for decorative stitching. A 
contrasting cotton thread for visible basting (to be removed later) can also be helpful. 

• Sewing Machine: with a piecing foot and a zig zag/embroidery foot and with a selection or programmed 
decorative stitches. NOTE: you will make the fans in class but they can be stitched to the panel with decorative 
stitches at a later time so if you want to bring a straight stitch only machine like a Singer Featherweight to class, 
you may do so 

• Sewing pins  
• Scissors: A pair of small fine bladed embroidery scissors for cutting fabric, and utility shears for paper. 
• Pencil and a (12”) ruler 
• Hand sewing needle: an appliqué sharp size #9 would be perfect. 
• Basting glue (optional): this can be used in place of basting to hold under a turned edge on your fan. 

 
Optional Supplies: These will mainly be used for finishing and embellishments and need not be brought to the class 
unless you want to check on their suitability. 

• Decorative cord: thin silk or metallic cords that can be braided or knotted to make tassels on your fans 
• Beads: to embellish the decorative cords and/or add beaded highlights to your fans. 
• ¼” flat embroidered decorative braid or satin ribbon: this can be sewn on either edge of the fan to cover the 

raw edges with a decorative touch. 
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